
Green Memes, One Lady, On Solana



Introducing STACIE, 
a wholesome project inspired by the 
most iconic meme coins in existence. 
We're not just another meme; we 
bring tangible benefits to STACIE 
holders. If you missed out on PEPE or 
BRETT, now's the time for the STACIE BRETT, now's the time for the STACIE 
family to rise and shine! 

While we certainly enjoy a good 
laugh, our mission extends beyond 
mere chuckles. We aim to foster a 
healthier and vibrant cryptoverse 
while adding valuable use cases to
the stacie community. We're not just 
about memes; The list of benefits to about memes; The list of benefits to 
joining in on the fun are endless.



The Daily Diary will be designed as a social 
platform for our crypto community, offering 
users a space to share their favorite memes, 
quotes, and captivating content with a 
community of kindred spirits. Receive 
rewards for the engagement your posts 
generate, transforming your passion for generate, transforming your passion for 
memes into tangible benefits. Join us and 
turn your love for laughter into a rewarding 
crypto experience! [WORK IN PROGRESS]

As our community expands, we're excited to integrate 
various incentives into our rewards system. Earn rewards
 in Solana cryptocurrency or $STACIE Coin by completing 
tasks and actively participating as a valued member of our 
community. Currently, we're in the development stages of 
establishing the public community pillar, and we look forward 
to unveiling more features as we progress.to unveiling more features as we progress.



Get ready to amp up your excitement for the 
'Stacie' NFT project! We're currently hard at 
work crafting a creative digital art series that 
captures the essence of our community and 
its humorous experiences, From oversized 
gems to exquisite rarities, there's a chance 
for every collector to snag their dream catch. for every collector to snag their dream catch. 
As a bonus, all future owners of a Stacie NFT 
will receive an Airdrop of $STACIE token 
alongside an exhilarating launch event. 



Above is a explanation with our intentions. There are 
no team tokens and 65% of the funds being raised are 
going towards the LP for a fair and healthy launch. 
Meaning the other 35% percent is going to promotions, 
listings, ads, reserves, airdrops and sponsorships for 
expansion and growth. 



PHASE 1 QUARTER 2
 Launch
 Site Build
 Social Media
 1,000 Holders
 Telegram
 Coin Gecko Coin Gecko

PHASE 2 QUARTER 3
 Dex Listing
 Cex Listing
 Private Discord
 10,000 Holders
 1M Market Cap
 The Daily Diary The Daily Diary

THE ROAD BEFORE
2025

PHASE 3 QUARTER 4
 STAICE Merch
 T1 Exchange
 100,000 Holders
 Partnerships
 NFT Exclusives

Many new things will come as we 
evolve.This Roadmap does not 
limit our capabilities it’s just a  
introduction to what we have 
planned for the community.

We will be hosting exclusive 
airdrops the end of each quarter 
to give back to the $STAICE 

community following our launch 
and after establishment, with 
quarter three consisting of 
a exclusive NFT airdrop.a exclusive NFT airdrop.



twitter.com/staciesolana

staciesolana.xyz

t.me/staciesolana


